Context. The observed light curves of most eclipsing binaries and stars with transiting planets can be well described and interpreted by current advanced physical models which also allow for the determination of many physical parameters of eclipsing systems. However, for several common practical tasks there is no need to know the detailed physics of a variable star, but only the shapes of their light curves or other phase curves.
Introduction
There are two groups of astrophysical tasks standardly solved by the analysis of observations of eclipsing binaries (EBs) and stars with transiting extrasolar planets. We can derive the physics of the present state of a system and its components -namely the dimensions and geometry of the system, outer characteristics of both eclipsing bodies such as their radii, shapes, masses, temperatures, limb darkening, gravity darkening/brightening, gravitational lensing, albedos, spottiness, pulsation, and parameters of possible streams and disks. Required information is extracted by means of various, more or less sophisticated physical models of double systems (e.g. Wilson & Devinney 1971; Kallrath & Milone 1998; Hadrava 2004; Bradstreet 2005; Prša & Zwitter 2005; Prša et al. 2011; Pribulla 2012) applied to numerous and precise data of all kinds obtained by contemporary observational methods and approaches developed for this purpose.
Equally important are the description and classification of light curves (LCs), or studies of the evolution of the systems, within the time scale of decades. These usually very tiny changes in light variation parameters (typically the period) may provide information on e.g. the rate of mass exchange between interacting components (e.g. Zhu et al. 2010 Zhu et al. , 2012 Mikulášek et al. 2012a) , the presence and characteristics of possible invisible bodies (stars, planets, e.g. Van Hamme & Wilson 2007; Qian et al. 2005) in the system, or the degree of the mass concentration in stellar interiors (internal structure constants) if
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In period analyses of EBs we do not need all the information about the physics of the system, but only good templates of phase curves of all data we want to analyse (Mikulášek et al. 2012a ). Such template phase curves (typically light curves in various photometric bands) can be obtained in principle by means of the sophisticated versions of physical EB models applied to the complete set of observational data (see in Van Hamme & Wilson 2007; Wilson & Van Hamme 2014) or to their best parts (e.g. Zasche et al. 2014; Zasche 2015) . There is also the possibility of using the best observed LCs themselves . We offer another alternative using relatively simple phenomenological (mathematical) modelling of observed data variations.
Our aim is to establish a general model of light curves of eclipsing systems -ES (both eclipsing binaries and stars with transiting planets) that could fit the LCs with an accuracy of 1% of their amplitudes or better that can be applied to the majority of observed eclipsing systems (the concept of the model is outlined in Mikulášek et al. 2015) . Such a model could be used for most LC description tasks and detailed period analysis, for which other sources of phase information could be also used, especially individual eclipse timings and radial-velocity (RV) curves.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the general properties of phase variation of periodically variable objects, Sect. 3 specifies general properties of eclipsing system LC models, and Sect. 4 presents the phenomenological model of eclipsing system light curves. Sect. 5 is devoted to model parameters and searching for them dur-
Periodically variable objects
Eclipsing binaries and stars with transiting exoplanets periodically change their light mainly due to regular mutual eclipses of components (transits and occultations) and proximity effects (tidally induced ellipticity of components and reflection). The period of these ES variations corresponds to the observed orbital velocity of the system; the shape of light curves, dominated by eclipses and proximity effects, is hence more or less constant (for details see Sect. 3). That is why ESs are ranked into a group of periodically variable stars, or objects in general.
Most of the variations of periodic variables are more or less cyclic with an observed instantaneous period P(t) which is usually strictly constant or slightly variable. The period itself and its development over time can not be observed directly, but both can be derived through the analysis of time series of light changes or extremum timings. For that purposes it was useful to introduce a monotonically rising phase function ϑ(t), as a sum of the epoch E(t) and the phase in the common usage ϕ and its inversion function t(ϑ) (Mikulášek et al. 2008) .
Functions ϑ(t) are tied with the instantaneous observed period P(t), P(ϑ) by the following differential equations (see Kalimeris et al. 1994; Mikulášek et al. 2008 Mikulášek et al. , 2012b :
where M 0 is the origin of counting of epochs (for ESs the time of the basic primary minimum).
Using t(ϑ) we can predict the zeroth phase time Θ(E) for the epoch E (primary minimum timing according to the ephemeris Eq. (1)), Θ(E) = Θ(ϑ = E).
Period models. Phase and time shifts.
The linear period model supposes the period P(t) of the variable object to be constant. The corresponding linear phase function ϑ 1 (t, M 0 , P 0 ) and its inversion t 1 (ϑ, M 0 , P 0 ) are then given by:
A possible tiny modulation ∆P(t) of the basic period P 0 causes a detectable phase function shift ∆ϑ(t) in light curves and shifts ∆t(ϑ) = ∆Θ(E) in LC extrema timing.
Combining definitions in Eq. 3 with the fact that functions ϑ(t) and t(ϑ) are mutually inverse, we obtain the following relations
The last approximation in the Eq. (5) is valid for all known EBs, including SV Cen with a record-breaking decrease of its orbital period byṖ/P 0 = −2.36(5) × 10 −5 yr −1 (Drechsel et al. 1982 ). The time development of phase function shifts ∆ϑ(t) can be derived by the analysis of light curves, whilst ∆Θ(E), can be revealed using standard O-C diagrams constructed by means of extrema timings.
Basic period models. Finding of O-C shifts
If the time development of the period P(t) is continuous and smooth we can express it in the form of the Taylor polynomial with the centre at t = M 0 ,
Using Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and simplified version of Eq. (5) we obtain:
Similarly we can establish other arbitrarily complex period models of ϑ(t) determined by a set of free parameters including also cyclic period modulation of the light time effect (LiTE) caused by another body in the system (Mikulášek et al. 2011b; Liška et al. 2015) or the apsidal motion.
The real shape of the phase curve can also be approximated using so-called O-C time shifts of the observed phase curves versus the predicted light curve (LC) derived by the period model with fixed parameters (typically P 0 , M 0 ) expressed in time units (usually in days). Let us divide the whole time interval covered by observations into n OC appropriate time intervals (typically nights or seasons). The phase function ϑ(t, r) during a certain r-th time interval with the (O-C) r time shift is then given by the formula (Mikulášek et al. 2011a )
where ϑ c (t i ) is a predicted phase function calculated by an appropriate period model at the time t i , {O-C} is a set of all n OC values of the found (O-C) r time shifts versus this model. The symbol η rs represents a discrete function (a table or a matrix), which for each individual i-th observation from our data assigns either 1, if its order number of the interval r i = s, or 0, if r i s.
The dependence of O-C values on the epoch serves as a common O-C diagram, the basic tool for the period analysis. Using the found individual O-C values and their uncertainties we can calculate a set of so-called virtual minima timings (Mikulášek et al. 2011a,b, or Sect. 6.4 .2 in this paper). Virtual minima timings can be combined with others derived e.g. by other techniques (e.g. Brát et al. 2012; Mandel & Agol 2002; Kwee & van Woerden 1956; Mikulášek et al. 2006 Zasche et al. 2014; Zasche 2015) .
General properties of an eclipsing system light curve model

Instrumental term of an observed light curve
The observed light curve (or its segment) of a chosen eclipsing system in a particular colour of an effective wavelength λ eff is defined by a time series {t ri , y ri } obtained during an observational interval r (observing night, part of it or season). The r-th subset of observational data can be generally modelled by the function Y r (t, λ eff ), expressed in magnitudes 1 : 
where Ξ j (t) can be e.g. normalised polynomials
is the weighted variance of observational times in the segment r) or Legendre polynomials or special quasi orthogonal functions combining polynomials with harmonic functions (see in Mikulášek & Gráf 2005) . The set of coefficients {m 0r j (λ eff )} is found together with parameters describing the model function F(ϑ, λ eff ).
Bases and limitations of the phenomenological model of eclipsing system light curves
Light curves of ESs are nearly periodic functions and it would be natural to express them in the form of Fourier series (see e.g. Rucinski 1973; Kallrath & Milone 1998; Selam 2004; Nedoroščík et al. 2012; Andronov 2012) . This concept proves its worth in many types of extrinsic periodically variable stars, especially in the case of rotating variables with photometric spots on their surfaces (North 1984; or non-eclipsing (e.g. purely elliptical) double stars, where we manage with harmonic polynomials of a low degree (e.g. Kallrath & Milone 1998) . However, it is generally known that the presence of eclipses in LCs asks for the use of harmonic polynomials of a rather high degree if a proper fit of the observed LC is required. Their usage is badly influenced by departures from the ideal equidistant distribution of observations according to the orbital phase. Even small phase gaps are then filled with unreal LC artifacts.
It seems that it is better to use properly selected phenomenological models of LCs of eclipsing systems described by a few parameters. Several more or less successful attempts on how to model these LCs have been proposed e.g. by Tsesevich (1971) ; Kholopov (1981) , see also the reviews and references in Andronov (2012) ; Chrastina et al. (2013) , Table 2 , and Fig. 1, 9 .
Theory is able to explain the observed periodic light variations of an ES in general and in detail as the result of alternating mutual eclipses of components of the system, nonisotropic radiation of orbiting components, caused by their close proximity, and by unevenly distributed photometric spots on rotating components (e.g. Bradstreet 2005; Hilditch 2001; Pribulla et al. 2012) . The periodicity of light changes caused by mutual eclipses and proximity effects, as well as variations connected with the rotation of synchronously rotating spotted components is dictated by their observed orbital motion. These changes are periodic with an instantaneous period 2 P(t), the shapes of light curves remain more or less constant for decades.
For purely geometrical reasons the prevailing majority of EBs ranks among relatively close, and hence tidally interacting systems, where the processes of synchronizing of the components'rotation and orbit circularization are strong and effective (Zahn 1992; Goldman & Mazeh 1991, and references therein) . That is why the rotations of components are usually synchronous and more than 80 % of their orbits are pretty circular (see CALEB, Bradstreet 2005) . In the further introductory text we will concentrate mainly on systems with more or less circular orbits 3 and constant light curves 4 .
The intrinsic one-colour light curve function (expressed in magnitudes) of an eclipsing system is a periodic function F(ϑ, λ eff ) that can be approximated as the sum of three more or less independent terms (see also in Andronov 2012):
where F e (ϑ, λ eff ) describes a light curve of eclipses (F e ≡ 0 outside of eclipses), whilst F p (ϑ, λ eff ) and F c (ϑ, λ eff ) express contributions of proximity and O'Connell (1979) effects without eclipses (F p = F c = 0). The mathematical models are formulated and discussed in Sect. 4.1.2. 
Phenomenological model of eclipsing system light curves
4.1. Model of one-colour light curves
Eclipses
The essential feature of all ES light curves are two nearly symmetrical depressions caused by mutual eclipses of synchronously rotating stellar or planetary components. The profiles of both minima are complex functions determined primarily by the geometry of the system and the relative brightness of components in a given spectral region centered at the effective wavelength λ eff . The contribution of eclipses F e (ϑ, λ eff ) to an ES light curve can be approximated by a sum of two special periodic functions of phase function ϑ. In the case of circular orbits eclipses are exactly symmetrical around their centres at phases ϕ 01 and ϕ 02 . If we put the origin of the phase function M 0 at the time of the primary minimum, then ϕ 01 = 0, ϕ 02 = 0.5. The model function was selected so that it describes as aptly as possible those parts of LCs that are in the vicinity of their inflex points, where their slopes are maximal. The functions are parameterised by their widths D 1 , D 2 , eclipse LC kurtosis coefficients Γ 1 , Γ 2 , dimensionless correcting factors C 1 , C 2 , and central depths A 1 (λ eff ), A 2 (λ eff ):
where the summation is over the number of eclipses during one cycle, n e : n e = 2 or n e = 1 (the common situation for exoplanet transits). Each eclipse in a given colour is thus described by only four parameters -its depth A, width D, kurtosis Γ, and the correcting parameter C. In the case of eclipsing binaries with two minima in a cycle (n e = 2) we need eight parameters, but sometimes the number of needed parameters can be smaller. Inspecting the parameters D, Γ, and C for both eclipses of many EBs we have concluded that they are as a rule nearly the same: especially D 1 D 2 , Γ 1 Γ 2 , and C 1 C 2 . So we usually need only five (10)). The fit parameters according to Eq. (14): A = 0.02725(19) mag, D = 0.0117 (7), C = −0.17 (7), and Γ = 1.58(12), the parameter K was not introduced. The black line is the fit, circles are the normal points, grey circles indicate individual measurements with the area proportional to their weights.
The parameter C is mostly comparable with its uncertainty, so we can neglect it entirely. Then we need just four parameters! On the other hand, in EBs with totalities we see that the bottoms of their occultations are flat whilst transits are convex. It can be described by introducing of different parameters C 1 , C 2 (see the case of EK Com in Table 1 , Fig. 2 ). The LCs of the exoplanet transits (n e = 1) need only four parameters (A, D, Γ, C -see Fig. 3 ), in cases of very precise measurements we add another dimensionless parameter K :
Testing several dozens of LCs of various types of eclipsing systems we found that the standard deviation of the fit is typically well bellow one per cent. The only minor inconvenience is the existence of a spike (a jump in derivatives) in the mid-eclipses for LCs with Γ < 1 (see Fig. 1 ).
Proximity effects. O'Connell effect
Light variations of EBs caused by eclipses are usually modified by asphericity of the components, effects of gravity darkening/brightening and mutual irradiation. All these proximity effects are the manifestation of the interaction between the components acting, namely, in close systems. Contrary to eclipses the proximity effects modify LCs permanently, in each phase. Light curves of some eclipsing binaries are influenced by the O'Connell effect that results in the asymmetry of some LCs of close EBs, manifesting as the difference in light maxima between eclipses. The standard explanation for this is the presence of one or more cool or hot spots on the surface of one of the synchronously rotating components or by asymmetrically distributed circumstellar material in the system (e.g. Wilsey & Beaky 2009; Pribulla et al. 2012 , and citations therein). The amount and the sign of the O'Connell effect vary with time (Beaky & Koju 2012) . The effect is also wavelength dependent -in blue it is usually stronger, but it is not a rule . g a is the number of the parameters used for the description of a LC, ρ = δ phen /δ phys , where δ phen and δ phys are the uncertainties in the determination of the zero phase time according to phenomenological and physical models. The used 'hi-fi' LC model:
EB types: OC -overcontact, C -contact, SD -semidetached, D -detached, P is the period, r 1 , r 2 are the relative radii of the components, T eff1 , T eff2 , their effective temperature, i is the orbit inclination. The parameters were taken from authors cited in Sect. 4.3.
The contribution of proximity effects F p (ϑ) should be an even function symmetric with the phases 0.0 and 0.5 and consequently they can be satisfactorily well expressed as a linear combination of n p elementary cosine functions cos(2 π ϑ), cos(4 π ϑ), cos(6 π ϑ), . . . . The even terms are the consequence of the ellipticity of tidally interacting components, whilst the odd terms result from the differences between the near and far sides of components. As a rule we can limit ourselves only to the first two or three terms in the F p (Russell & Merrill 1952; Kallrath & Milone 1998) . The O'Connell effect contribution F c (ϑ) can be well modelled by a simple sinusoid (Davidge & Milone 1984; Wilsey & Beaky 2009 ):
A k sin(2πϑ), (15) where n p is the number of terms in F p (ϑ): n p = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., n c = 0, if the O'Connell asymmetry is not present 5 , else n c = 1. The V light curve of the close eclipsing binary EK Com (see Fig. 2 ) with apparent O'Connell effect is described by nine parameters: A 1,2,3,4,5 , D, C 1,2 , Γ, n e = 2, n p = 2, n c = 1. The uncommon V light curve of EB V477 Lyr (see Fig. 4 ) is determined by eight parameters: A 1,2,3,4,5 , D, C, Γ, n e = 2, n p = 3, n c = 0. Table 1 ).
The model of multicolour light curves
The parameters of the above defined model functions, especially the amplitudes A k , and parameters C 1,2 , D 1,2 and Γ 1,2 are generally functions of the wavelength λ.
In principle, we can use the one-colour models formulated in Sect. 4.1 separately, assuming that all of the parameters are wavelength dependent. Fortunately, it follows from our experience with modelling of LCs of hundreds of real systems and their physical models that it is not necessary to take response curves of different photometric passbands into account; we manage with their effective wavelengths only. It enables the association of photometric colours with different transparency widths, equal or close effective wavelengths (typically we are allowed to combine measurements done in V and y).
On top of that the dependencies of model parameters on the effective wavelength λ eff are typically smooth, mostly monotonic, so we can approximate them by low-order polynomials of the dimensionless parameter Λ; Λ = λ 0 /λ eff − 1, where λ 0 is an arbitrarily selected central wavelength of the data set Mikulášek et al. 2015) .
The fit of BVR c I c proper LCs of AV Del (see Fig. 8 ) needs only nine parameters, namely a 11 , a 12 , a 21 , a 22 , a 41 , and a 42 , n e =2, n p = 2, n c = 0, A 3 ≡ 0. See also Table 1.
Brief description of selected eclipsing systems
TrES-3b is an extrasolar planet orbiting the star GSC 03089-00929 with a period of 31 hours. It belongs to the hot Jupiters which are undergoing orbital decay due to tidal effects. For the LC inspection (Fig. 3) R photometry of 15 transits containing 2820 individual measurements in total (courtesy Vaňko et al. 2013 ) was used. The parameters of the LC fit of TrES-3b are in the legend of Fig. 3 .
HD 209458 was the first star found to have a transiting planet (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000) and remains the second brightest star known to have a transiting planetary companion. Knutson et al. (2007) obtained 1066 spectra over four distinct transits with the STIS spectrometer on HST allowing to synthesize LCs in 10 spectrophotometric bandpasses in 290-1030 nm (see also Sect. 4.2, Fig. 6 and Mikulášek et al. 2015) . Table 1 contains the parameters of the phenomenological fit of LCs and some other information on the following selected eclipsing binaries:
⋄ AR Aurigae, a prototype of a detached EB, (O'Connell 1979) . ⋄ EK Comae, an overcontact, spotted EB with a short orbital period, (Samec, Gray & Carrigan 1996) . ⋄ AV Delphinis, a 'cool Algol' consisting of a F type primary on the main sequence and a K subgiant filling its Roche lobe (Mader et al. 2005 ). Table 2 .
⋄ V477 Lyrae, an unusual, detached EB consisting of a very hot and luminous nucleus of the planetary nebula as a primary component and a solar type star as secondary (Pollacco & Bell 1994) . Table 1 shows that the fit of LCs of the above mentioned stars by our 'hi-fi' models, quantified by the ratio ρ is nearly the same or better than in the case of the fit of BM3 (CALEB) physical model (Bradstreet 2005) .
Phenomenological model solution
Finding of model parameters and their uncertainties
The procedure for finding model parameters is based on the simultaneous mathematical processing of all relevant photometric data consisting of individual photometric observations, including barycentric julian date of the i-th measurement t i , the measured magnitude or magnitude difference corrected for possible trend(s) during nights or seasons y i , and the estimate of its uncertainty σ i . Furthermore, we should know the effective wavelengths of the photometric filter used, λ effi or Λ i , and submission of an individual observation to one of the observational subsets r i (see Sect.3.1). For simplicity we shall assume that the shapes of LCs are constant and the variability of an object is described by the unique model function Eq. (10), consisting of the instrumental term Y r0 (t, λ eff ) (Eq. (11)) and the intrinsic phenomenological ES model LC function F(ϑ, λ eff ), specified in Sect. 4. The phase function ϑ(t, P 0 , M 0 ,Ṗ 0 , or {O-C}, . . .) is a function of time and some free parameters of a variety of period models offered in Sect. 2. The result of the solution -the full set of g free parameters of the complete model including the estimate of the parameter uncertainties was evaluated simultaneously using the non-linear least square method by minimising the quantity χ 2 by the standard technique (using tried Newton-Raphson method of non-linear equation solution) well described in e.g. Press et al. (2002) ; Hayashi (2000) ; Hartkopf et al. (1989) ; Mikulášek et al. (2011b) . With a good initial estimate of the parameter vectors the iterations converge fairly quickly.
All estimates of uncertainties of model parameters were computed using formulae taking into account that our models fit phase curves of EBs with uneven accuracy. Since the models are not orthogonal, uncertainties of the functions of model coefficients (typically the fits of LCs or minima times) should be computed by the general law of uncertainty propagation assuming also correlations among individual coefficients (see e.g. Bevington & Robinson 2003; . It is advisable to orthogonalize the models at least in the ephemeris parameters, in accordance with what we did in (Mikulášek 2007; Mikulášek et al. 2008) . 
The selection of an optimal model of light curves
The fidelity of individual alternatives are illustrated by the Fig. 9 and quantified by the scatter s of the fit of the 'real' light curve of primary minimum of AR Aur, simulated by its physical model. The model function number 4 was suggested by Andronov (2010 Andronov ( , 2012 , the function 'Real' extracts a real part of the argument.
The models of light curves should be tailored to the studied object/objects, available data, and the purpose of fitting the data. Especially, the number of used free parameters should be as few as possible, however without any serious influence on the accuracy and reliability of the results. It follows from our experience that it pays off to adhere to the following general principles:
1. It is always advantageous to process all available data simultaneously and not divided into parts. It is also valid for the determination of mid-eclipse times of individual eclipses where we should use the Eq. (9). 2. We have to pay attention to the right weighting of entered data as it is required by the used χ 2 regression. If our original data do not content individual uncertainties, we have to estimate them iteratively from the scatter of residuals {∆y i } for appropriately created data subsets. 3. Fixing of LC model parameters, if they are known from previous analyses, is also advised. In addition, neglecting of all model terms whose amplitudes are less or comparable with their uncertainties, is recommended. 4. The number of free parameters can also be reduced by using simpler model functions of eclipses listed in Table 2 . Suggested model functions are compared in Fig. 9 . 5. The complexity of the selected phenomenological model should correspond to the purpose of the modelling. Several tasks (e.g. the basic classification of LCs) allow for the use of simple, unified models with basic parametric outfit.
Unfortunately, the effort of using the optimum 'hi-fi' phenomenological models considerably encumbers automation of 8 Z. Mikulášek: Phenomenological modelling of eclipsing system light curves the computational process. The diversity of real light curves of particular ESs requires that they be solved individually.
Period analysis of XY Bootis in 1955-2009
The above described phenomenological modelling of periodic variable stars has been developed first and foremost for the sake of the simultaneous period analysis of all available data containing phase information. Such data are in the case of ESs standardly times of light minima, LCs or their segments and radial velocity curves. The majority of studies of ES period changes were based on the analysis of O-C diagrams constructed using the times of light minima, where these timings were determined individually directly by observers not taking into account LCs of the star observed before. Several other studies were based only on the analysis of LCs obtained during several years. Measurements of radial velocities were used, namely, for the solution of the geometry of the system. The simultaneous analysis of data of various kind is possible using an extended version of the contemporary sophisticated codes for the physical solution of eclipsing systems (see e.g. Hadrava 2004; Van Hamme & Wilson 2007; Wilson & Van Hamme 2014) . The concept of EB period analyses without using O-C diagrams and the physical solution of the system was outlined (i.a.) in Mikulášek et al. (2011a Mikulášek et al. ( , 2012a Mikulášek et al. ( , 2013a , and studies of period changes of individual EBs (Zhu et al. 2010 (Zhu et al. , 2012 Mikulášek et al. 2013b) . The results of the preliminary report on the ephemeris of AR Aur -a star with the light time effect (Mikulášek et al. 2011b ) -were referred to and extensively discussed by Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) , who used AR Aur as an example of systems with a third companion.
Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) also studied the W UMa type eclipsing binary XY Bootis as a prototype of a close double star with a nearly steady period change. The study clearly proves the advantage of simultaneous processing of all relevant data. That is why we want to compare the results of this sophisticated study describing period change of XY Boo during the time interval 1955-2009 with our results based on strictly the same observational data.
XY Bootis
Eclipsing binary XY Bootis (= BD+20
• 2874 = HIP 67431; V max = 10.3 mag; Sp. F5V) was discovered as a variable star by Hoffmeister (1935) . Tsesevich (1950 Tsesevich ( , 1954 observed the star visually and classified it as an eclipsing binary of W UMa-type.
The first photoelectric observations were obtained by Hinderer (1960) . Wood (1965) , and revealed remarkable increase in the period. Winkler (1977) observed XY Boo also in 1976 in BV and derived three other times of minima (see Table 6 ). Awadalla & Yamasaki (1984) gave two new times of light minima and confirmed period increase. The history of the XY Boo investigation from its discovery to 1998 is described more extensively in Molík & Wolf (1998) . McLean & Hilditch (1983) measured spectroscopically the radial velocity of both components and estimated the mass ratio q = 0.16 ± 0.04.
The first detailed period study was done by Molík & Wolf (1998) Table 5 ). The phase is plotted according to our quadratic ephemeris (see Table 4 ). The areas of points are proportional to their weights. Open squares are normal points (each of them represents the mean of about 50 measurements). Grey lines are fits by our phenomenological model (see Eq. (18) and Table 3 ). ∆B and ∆V display residuals of BV magnitudes and normal points from the LC phenomenological model. The scale of residuals is two times larger than the measure of BV light curves.
record-breaking period increaseṖ = 1.67(5)×10 −9 = 5.3 s per century was explained by mass transfer of 1.34 × 10 −7 M ⊙ yr Binnendijk (1971); Winkler (1977) ; Awadalla & Yamasaki (1984) , RV curves of McLean & Hilditch (1983) , all times of minima listed in Yang et al. (2005) and other 33 minima timings collected in Table 1 of their article covering the interval 2005-09. Using all of those data they found the mean period increaseṖ = 1.6348(8)×10
−9 = 5.159(24) s per century. They also noticed some oscillation from JD 2 448 000 to 2 455 000 with no indication of periodicity. We have now collected many other observations proving the complexity of the XY Boo period variations. Nevertheless, for the sake of the comparison of the effectiveness of our method, we used in the following small study exclusively those data used by Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) .
Phenomenological model of XY Boo variability
We assumed, similarly as Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) , that the instantaneous period P(t) of XY Boo is lengthening with the constant rateṖ(t) = const. Then the phase function ϑ(t) and the prediction of primary minimum times Θ(E) can be approximated (according to Eqs. (7), (8)) by simple relations: where ϑ 1 = (t− M 0 )/P 0 , M 0 is the JD timing of the basic primary minimum -the origin of counting of epochs E, P 0 = P(t = M 0 ) is the instantaneous period at the time t = M 0 . Integer doubling of epoch E is done (even for times of primary minima, odd for times of secondary minima) 6 . Light curves of XY Boo with almost equally deep minima (see Fig. 10 ) agree with W UMa classification. We found that all of them can be well fitted by the following phenomenological model with nine free parameters: a 11 , a 12 , a 21 , a 22 , A 3 , A 4 , D 1 , D 2 , and Γ,
The results achieved using this phenomenological model of XY Boo BV light curves are denoted as 'Model I'. Other LC templates were BV synthetic LCs computed by the freely accessible W-D 2013 code with physical parameters of XY Boo published in Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) . The results obtained using these BV LC templates are denoted as 'Model II'. Fig. 11 displays that the difference between the found phenomenological and synthetic BV model LCs are only marginal; numerically it is also documented in Table 3 .
For the description of shapes of radial velocity (RV) phase curves we used only a simple sinusoidal model (see Eq. (19) 
where k = 1 refers to the first component, whilst k = 2 to the secondary one, V γ is so-called γ velocity, A 5 is the amplitude of the difference in the radial velocity between the components, all in km s −1 , and q = m 2 /m 1 is the ratio of component masses. This approximation is fully sufficient for RV observations of McLean & Hilditch (1983) that cover only about 15 % of the phase curve. Results are in the bottom part of Table 4. 6.3. Used data and their weights. Models I and II Our period analyses of XY Boo was based on 1770 individual data points (see the list in Table 5 ) acquired by three different techniques divided into 9 groups with various scatters σ I and σ II 6 Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) used for modelling of phase function ϑ and its inversion Θ an exact solution of the basic equation, Eq. (1):
Nevertheless, our models for ϑ and Θ (see Eqs. 17) do not differ by more than 1.9 × 10 −5 in the phase function and 0.3 s in time prediction from the exact ones. So they can be considered to be identical. 1.6328(52) × 10 −9
1.6442(47) × 10 with respect to phenomenological (I), and synthetic (II), model phase curves. Scatter σ I used to be the same or a bit smaller than the scatter σ II with respect to computed synthetic phase curves (Wilson & Van Hamme 2014) . Scatters of radial velocity measurements -σ RVI and σ RVII 28 and 30 km s −1 -seems to be a good estimate of their values. The mean uncertainty of eclipse times 7 σ Tmin with respect to the model Eq. (17) is 0. d 0043 = 6.2 min. It should be mentioned that the inner uncertainty of individual times of minima is typically one order better. The uncertainty σ Tmin is caused mainly by erratic fluctuations in the rate of the orbital period and the shape of LCs. The character of these changes is well displayed in Fig. 12 .
Scatter σ I, II for an individual subset of data (see Table 5 (2014) timings II we adopted template LCs from paper Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) . This means that we fixed all 9 parameters that we needed for the determination of BV template LCs. In the first part of solutions I and II we obtained the parameters of the unified XY Boo ephemerides: M 0 , P 0 , andṖ (see Table 4 ), which can be compared with the same parameters listed in Table 3 of Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) paper. Computed parameters of the B, V, and RV phase curves according to these ephemerides are in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. In the second part of the solutions we derived 12 virtual eclipse times and their uncertainties by means of the model Eq. (9) from BV photometry and RV data -see Table 6 , Fig. 12, 13 . 
. General remarks
We discuss here the results of three methods for period analysis that enables the processing of various type of data containing phase information. For their consistent comparison we used exactly the same observational data set specified in the paper of Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) and the assumption that the period P rises uniformly with time: P(t) = P 0 +Ṗ (t − M 0 ), wherė P = const.
Model I uses the phenomenological model for the BV LCs (Eq. (18)), whilst hybrid Model II uses synthetic LCs computed by Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) . This technique is the one used e.g. by Zasche et al. (2014); Zasche (2015) . Both models assume Binnendijk (1971 ), Winkler (1977 , and Awadalla & Yamasaki (1984) are compared with our results (only the fraction is given) and their uncertainties derived from LCs and RV curves.
(O-C) I is the residual of the found eclipse timing to quadratic ephemeris according to the Model II, N is the number of photoelectric observations used for the timing determination.
strictly circular orbits of components and synchronous rotation. They also suppose that the shape of LCs given, namely, by the variable geometry of the orbiting system, are more or less constant. On the contrary, detailed inspection of the LCs proves that there are apparent changes on various time scales (see Fig. 14 and BV light curves in Fig. 3 in Wilson & Van Hamme 2014) . Some of them can be attributed to instrumental effects like red noise (Pont et al. 2006) or incomplete detrending of LCs. Others are due to intrinsic changes of the object itself, such a chromospheric and spot activity or shifts due to unsteady mass transfer between components (see the right part of Fig. 12 ).
Unified ephemerides. Virtual eclipse times
All quantitative results achieved by the three discussed models which can be directly compared are listed in Table 4 . It is apparent that especially the increase of the orbital periodṖ, the period P 0 = P(t = M 0 ), and the time of the basic primary minimum M 0 derived from all data, from LCs only and from eclipse times, are identical within their uncertainties. The results derived from the analysis of radial velocity measurements are in very good con- cordance as well. We are convinced that this conclusion is valid not only for XY Boo but also for other eclipsing systems.
There is an apparent identical discrepancy found by this paper and Wilson & Van Hamme (2014) in the value of the mean decelerationṖ derived only from LC shifts and/or eclipse times (T m ) (see Table 4 , rows LC and T m ):Ṗ LC = 1.506(24) × 10 −9 , P T m = 1.745(26) × 10 −9 . The first possible explanation, that it is the result of different distribution of LCs and times data along the O-C diagram (see Fig. 13, 12 ) and the inconstancy ofṖ whereP > 0), has proven to be false. We tested the period models withP term and found thatP = 0(4) × 10 −15 d −1 . The effect is then very likely caused by the presence of the pair of eclipse minima of Hinderer (1960) at the very beginning of the O-C diagram (see Fig. 12 ) that significantly deviates from its parabolic prediction. However, our thorough inspection of the original Hinderer's measurements showed that both eclipse times are correct. Models I and II enabled calculation of 'virtual eclipse times' for selected subsets of photometric and radial velocity data using the relation Eq. (9). These times, including their uncertainties, are listed in Table 6 together with eclipse times 8 published by authors of BV photometries - Binnendijk (1971); Winkler (1977) ; Awadalla & Yamasaki (1984) The results as well as their uncertainties obtained by Model I and Model II are nearly identical. The last ones are very important as they enable the evaluation of real inner accuracy of individual times, the construction of precise O-C diagrams (Mikulášek et al. 2011a) , and the discussion of subtle problems of stability of the period, variability of LCs etc. There is no systematic difference between the published eclipse timings (see the first column of Table 6 ) and those derived by our Models.
The excellent agreement of comparable results obtained by all three models proves that they can be used as good alternatives in solving common tasks of the eclipse system period analysis. 8 All the eclipse times were given without quoting their uncertainties.
BV and RV phase curves
The differences between the phenomenological and the synthetic BV light curves are insignificant -they represent about 0.5% of the amplitude of the light changes (see Fig. 11 ). The parameters of the phenomenological model of both mentioned LCs are in Table 3 . It seems that phenomenological modelling is a good method for expressing common types of LCs using only a very small number of parameters.
The fit of the observed BV light curves by Model I is fairly good (see Fig. 10 ) -scatter of normal points in B and V are better than 0.004 and 0.003 mag. The larger part of this scatter is caused by the erratic variability of LCs due to stellar activity and inconstant O'Connell effect. The changes of LC shapes are clearly visible in the phase diagram of BV residuals (Fig. 14) for all three photometric data sets.
The detailed inspection of measurements of Binnendijk (1971) shows weak and variable O'Connell effect (data from 1968 and 1969 displayed O'Connell effect of the opposite sign), whilst residuals of Winkler (1977) and Awadalla & Yamasaki (1984) are dominated by double wave going in antiphase. It seems that such seasonal variations in light curve shapes are quite common. Sometimes they can be much more dramatic (see e.g. changes in LCs of notorious XY UMa, Lister et al. 2001) . These LC changes lowered the accuracy of the fit and eclipse timing determination.
Yet unpublished observations of XY Boo obtained during one month (Mikulášek et al. 2016) prove that the time scale of LC changes is usually shorter than several days.
Conclusions
Phenomenological modelling presents an admissible alternative for the solution of selected ES research tasks. We state that:
1. The estimation of parameters and their uncertainties obtained by our phenomenological (and also hybrid) modelling and other well-proven methods, including solutions by sophisticated physical models of eclipsing systems, are almost the same (see e.g. Sect. 4.3 and 6.4). 2. Phenomenological modelling is based on the minimization of the χ 2 sum, which enables the simultaneous processing of different sources of phase information (complete LCs and their segments, radial velocity curves, individual mid-eclipse times etc.). 3. Simple model function of eclipses (Eq. (13)) can be also used for good determination of mid-eclipse times and their uncertainties of individual observations of stellar eclipses (our model has been standardly used for the determination of time minima of original observations of EBs by Variable star and Exoplanet Section of Czech Astronomical Society since 2011, Brát et al. 2012) 4. As a by-product of the phenomenological modelling we obtain the list of virtual minima times derived from LC data which help us i.a. to quickly check the selected phenomenological model of LCs or period variability (see Sect. 6.4.2). 5. Light curve model parameters can be used for the apt description of both one-colour and multicolour LCs of eclipsing systems. For example, shapes of ten curves of HST spectrophotometry (320-980 nm) of the exoplanet transit of HD 209 458b, taken from Knutson et al. (2007) , are determined by only nine parameters (see Mikulášek et al. 2015) . We can use this application e.g. for description and classification of observed LCs of eclipsing systems.
6. Knowing the template of LCs (from physical models or observed LC of superior quality) we can quickly modify the presented phenomenological model and establish a hybrid model (Model II in Sect. 6) with the diminished number of free parameters. As we showed in Sect. 6, the results of this approach are the same results as physical or pure phenomenological modelling. However, application of the latter method is much faster. 7. Phenomenological (and also hybrid) modelling of an ES could solve standard tasks of ES research (based on every sources of phase information), especially the improvement of ES ephemeris for standard period models of: ⋄ systems with constant period, ⋄ systems in a steady regime of mass and angular momentum transfer between components (e.g. XY Boo, Sect. 6), ⋄ systems with erratic changes of period -phase function is here approximated using so-called O-C time shifts of the observed phase curves versus the predicted LC derived by the period model with fixed parameters (typically P 0 , M 0 or P 0 , M 0 ,Ṗ) -see Eq. (9), and Sect. 6.4.2, ⋄ eclipsing systems influenced by the gravitational attraction of a third body (see the preliminary paper about AR Aur in Mikulášek et al. 2011b , and the discussion in Wilson & VanHamme 2014) 9 .
Phenomenological modelling of eclipsing systems presented above has also its disadvantages and limitations:
• The method does not provide direct information about the geometry and physics of eclipsing systems, especially the inclination of the system, relative radii, temperatures and the form of components.
• The phenomenological models of EBs light curves in their proposed form are not able to achieve an accuracy better than 0.5 % of their total amplitude of them (the accuracy of Kepler or CoRoT light curves is better by one or more orders). Nevertheless, such uncertainty is fully acceptable for many application.
• It may be a bit troublesome for beginners to select the optimum model of LCs. Using an inappropriate model may lead to nonconvergent or bad solutions.
• Phenomenological modelling of ESs has not been made available in such a user-friendly format as other modern physical models (e. g. Hadrava 2004; Prša et al. 2008 Prša et al. , 2011 Wilson & Devinney 1971 ) until now.
Phenomenological modelling, influenced by modern physical models, has been developed gradually since 2008 (Mikulášek et al. 2008) , its elements and principles were used in the majority of papers of this paper's author. The detailed applications of the presented bases of the method will be published elsewhere.
